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Erratum

I

N THE ARTICLE by Roozen and colleagues, “Worldwide Prevalence of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders: A Systematic Literature Review Including Meta-Analysis,” 2016, 40:18–32, the brackets and double brackets in Table 2 were incorrectly converted to parentheses. The corrected table follows. We apologize for this error.

Table 2. Meta-Regressions for Global and Local FASD Prevalence Estimates
FAS
Global
2.89k=94 [0 to 39.65]
prevalence
Local prevalence
Australia
1.33k=11 [0 to 37.61]
Canada
37.19k=3 [0 to 398.08]
Croatia
11.73 k=2 [1.23 to 31.26]
Italy
8.2k=1 [[3.35 to 14.99]]
New Zealand
0.11k=1 [[0.08 to 0.13]]
South Africa
55.42 k=8 [18.42 to 110.38]
United States
0.67k=68 [0 to 5.44]

pFAS

ARND

11.22k=17 [0 to 76.12]

5.19k=6 [0 to 54.2]

0.8k=3 [0 to 6.3]

0.12k=2 [0 to 1.76]

43.01k=2 [25.41 to 64.85]
36.89k=1 [[25.9 to 49.69]]
28.29k=5 [0 to 108.22]
2.22k=6 [0 to 17.09]

1.03k=1 [[0 to 4.4]]
20.25k=2 [0 to 148.23]
9.07k=1 [[4.73 to 14.73]]

ARBD
3.52k=5 [0 to 17.81]
10.82k=1 [[8.05 to 13.99]]

FASD
22.77k=13 [0 to 176.77]
1.06k=6 [0 to 10.05]
30.52k=2 [23.81 to 38.04]

1.03k=1 [[0 to 4.4]]

47.13k=1 [[34.66 to 61.38]]

2.58k=3 [0 to 15.79]

113.22k=3 [7.04 to 319.21]
33.5k=1 [[24.76 to 43.48]]

ARBD, alcohol-related birth defects; ARND, alcohol-related neurodevelopmental disorder; FAS, fetal alcohol syndrome; FASD, fetal alcohol spectrum
disorders.
This table represents global FASD prevalence estimates including the associated prediction intervals followed by local FASD prevalence estimates
whereby k is the number of samples. Double brackets signify confidence intervals (as opposed to prediction intervals).
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